Nadia DMITRIEVA
My name is Nadia Dmitrieva, I’m science journalist from Novosibirsk,
Russia. I was born at Kamchatka peninsula in 1983 and moved to Siberia
when I was 15 years old to study at Physics-Maths school. I have Master’s
degree in geology and worked as a researcher at the Institute of Geology
and Mineralogy SB RAS.
In 2015 I began to work in the area of science communication for the
Computational Transcriptomic and Evolutionary Bioinformatics Lab. The
Lab scientists deal with Big Data obtained in the process of the whole
genome sequencing and discover the molecular mechanisms regulating
plant morphogenesis, stress tolerance and co-adaptation with other
organisms in ecosystems. I wrote press releases, articles, managed
communication among scientists and journalists, was responsible for the
lab’s website content.
Since 2017 I also started working as a scientific journalist in the newspaper
«Science in Siberia», which publishes the latest news and achievements of
Siberian Branch of Russian Academy of Sciences and its collaborators. I
write articles, reportages, make picture stories about scientific
achievements and investigations in the areas of nuclear physics, genetics,
bioinformatics, chemistry, etc. I’m focusing primarily on the investigations
of Siberian scientists but not only. Periodically I’m blogging for the
«Science in Siberia» page on facebook. It’s more informal way to
communicate with the audience and I like it.
My interests are to show that nowadays science is complicated but
extremely interesting and scientific world is enormously big, so different
people can find something fascinating in it. Also I want to explore new
ways for presenting scientific achievements to show what researchers do
in their labs and how their results could affect our lives.
When I have free time I spent it with my family: we go skiing, simple hiking
and playing board games.
Looking forward to meet all of you in Erice!

